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We —huve~-cuui~1eted’ -en4 an.~1 ~evera1 computer runs simulating the behaviorof the Inner magnetosphere during a substorm-type event that occurred on
19 September l976~ h~~~e b . e .’~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

-Oar computer model simulates many aspects of the behavior of the closed-field-
line portion of the earth ’s magnetosphere, and the auroral and subauroral iono-
sphere. For these regions , the program self-consistently computes electric
fields, electric curren ts, hot-plasma densities, plasma velocities and other —
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W’.present” here,~some highl ights of the results of our event simulation .Pre~jcted electri c fields for several times dur ing the event agreereasonably well wi th corresponding data from satellite S3-2. Detaileddiscussion is presented for a case of rapid subauroral flow that wasobserved on one S3-2 pass and is predicted by .~~ computer runs . Our1

~”computed global distribution of Birkeland current agrees reasonably wellwith the observations of lijima and Potemra. •In the simulated substorm-type event, plasma-sheet ions are injected earthward of synchronous orbitnear midnight and drift westward , forming a ring half-way around theearth by the end of the simulation , 3 hours af ter substorm onset. Thedispersion of Ion energies on the dusk side near synchronous orbit hasthe form comonly observed by McIlwain and collaborators . It appearsthat the ions would form a complete ring if the simulation were continuedfor several more hours .
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Introduction

There has been a longstanding effort at Rice aimed at accurate
con~uter modeling of the earth’s Inner magnetosphere. Our most recentwork is aimed at sirrulating a speclf’Ic observed event, using some
observations as Input to the model and using other observations as
tests of model predictions.

In this paper, we shall present some results of our first attençts
to model an event, specifically the substorm-type event that had its
onset at about 1000 UT on 19 September 1976. This particular substorm
was chosen for its “clean ” character and wealth of data usable both
for input and model testing (Harel et al., 1977). Given certain
initial and boundary conditions, the program self-consistently
corr~utes electric fields and plasma flow velocities in the ionosphereand equator ial plane, horizontal ionospheric and field—aligned
(Birkeland) currents, tenperatures and densities of magnetospheric
plasma-sheet plasma and other parameters. In this brief paper, we
cannot discuss the time histories of’ all of’ these parameters through
the event. Instead , we present here just some highlights of the
results. ~ rruch more detailed account will be presented in future
papers.

The present paper is the latest In a long series of efforts at
self—consistent calculation of’ electric fields and plasma flows in the
coupled magnetosphere-ionosphere system (e.g., Kar lson, 1963, 1971;
Fejer, 1964; Block, 1966; Vasyllunas, 1970, 1972; Swift, 1971;
Mal ’tsev, 1974; Wolf, 1970; .3aggi and Wolf, 1973; Wolf, 1974; Harel
and Wolf, 1976). This work has gradually progressed over the years to
Include more physical processes and more realistic boundary
conditions. In the last few years, some progress has also been made
by attacking the ionospheric and magnetospheric portions of the
problem separately. Many detailed ionospheric-current and
electric-field distributions have been conputed assuming, as input ,
the distributions of’ ionospheric conductivities and Birkeland currents
(Yasuhara and Akasofu, 1977; Nopper and Carovillano, 1978, 1979;
Nisbet et al., 1978; Kamide and Matsushita, 1978). Analogously, the
injection of’ ring—current particles has been studied extensively using
assumed, though often time-variable, electric fields; these electric
fields have been estimated using semierrpirical f’ornulas based on data
sets of’ various kinds and for various time periods (e.g., Mcllwain,
1974; Roederer and Hones, 1974; KonradI et al., 1976; Cowley, 1976;
Kivelson, 1976; EjIri et al., 1977, 1978). Our approach has the
disadvantage of being more conplicated and cuthersome than these
alternati ves, but It has several advantages. Namely, It includes more
physics and fewer ‘uestlonable boundary conditions, and it potentially
can provide a coir rehensive view of’ both ionospheric and
magnetospheric aspects of an observed event.
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Ass~~~tions and Logic

We att~rpt to model only the inner magnetosphere, specifically theregion where magnetic field lines are certainly closed, available
magnetic-field models can be applied with some confidence and
p ’
~asma-sheet polarization currents are negligible conpared withcurrents due to gradient and curvature drifts. The dynamics of the

outer magnetosphere is extremely conpllcated, and too poorly
understood at present for the kind of detailed quantitative modeling
that we are atten’pting. Our choice of modeling region inpiles an
awkward boundary condition, at the boundary between the inner and
outer magnetosphere. However , this choice of region allows us to
build reasonable models without irrpractlcal conputing requirements.

Figure 1 shows the basic logic diagram of’ our model. The basic
logical loop (the central pentagon of the figure) Is a modification of
a diagram given by Vasyliunas (1970).

Let us briefly discuss the diagram, starting with the box labelled
“Hot—Particle Distribution.” Using a magnetic—field model and
assuming isotropic pitch-angle distributions , we can ccxrpute
gradient-and—curvature drift currents in the magnetosphere. Our
magnetic—field model Is an Olson—Pfitzer (1974) analytic model, but
Including, in addition, the effects of a time-dependent
substorm—current loop. This current loop, Including an eastward
perturbation current across the tail , a westward electrojet, and
connecting Birkeland currents, is a modification of one proposed by
McPberron et al. (1973); its current strength was adjusted a

t suggested by midlatitude magnetograms for the event.
Continuing counterclockwise around the central logical loop in

Figure 1, we coirpute Birkeland—current strengths from the divergence
of the magnetospheric gradient—and—curvature-drift currents , since the
magnetization current , while large, ts divergence free. Given the
Birkeland-current strength, mapped down to the ionosphere , our next

• step is to derive the potential distribution in the ionosphere.
However, to do this, we need two more pieces of’ input:

(1) the cross-polar-cap potential drop: from S3—2 electric—field
data we estimate the -poteat~~1 drop, and assume a slirple distribution
(basically, a uniform dawn—du~R electric field with a noontime
enhancement) at the high-latitude boundary of our calculation; this
boundary lies just equatorward of the electric—field—reversal region;
(2) the distribution of ionospheric conductivity: our model

Pedersen and Hall conductivities consist of time-dependent terms that
• include the day-night asynvnetry and solar-zenith-angle effect , and a

time-dependent term that gives a rough approx imation to the auroral
conductivity enh&~cement; In this latter term, the ~vount of
enhancement Is adjusted as a function of t ime in an effort to be
consistent with electron fluxes observed from S3—2.

The condition of current conservation in the ionosphere then
becomes an elliptic equation in two dimensions, which is solved
numerically, given the potential distribution at the polar-cap
boundary as one boundary condition and a condition of no current
across the low-latitude boundary, which is at approximately 21 degrees
geomagnetic latitude.
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We map the ionospheric potential distribution out along field linesto the equatorial plane, assuming no field-aligned electrIc fields,but adding on the Induction electric field , to get the totalmaqnetospheric electric field.
We now ccrrpute the total drift velocities (E x 

~~ , gradient andcurvature) of magnetospheric ions and electrons of various energies.Specifically, we conpute the motions of the inner edges of
plasma-sheet electrons of’ 5 energIes, and ions of 11 energies, eachinner edge being represented by approximately 18 Independently
canputed points. The boundary positions are advanced by an amountcorresponding to in.iltlplying the c~rputed velocities by the timestep ~t. In c~rputing electron boundary positions , we also include, -

•in an approximate way , the effect of loss by precipitation. Forslnplicity in these initial model calculations, electrons near theinner edge of the plasma sheet are assue~d to be lost by s irrplestrong—pitch—angle scattering, as suggested by Vasyliunas (1968) andKennel (1969).
The program goes conpletely around this logical loop every time

step, which is typically 30 seconds magnetosphere time.
Figure 2 illustrates some aspects of the event being sirrulated ,which might variously be described as a very long substorm, a quick

succession of several short substorms or a substorm followed by a
“convection-driven negative bay” (Pytte et al., 1978). The lower
panel shows cross-polar—cap potential drops as estimated from S3-2 =
data. Note that this substorm-type event is associated with an
increase in the polar-cap potential drop, an association previously
suggested by Mozer (1973). Note also that the potential drop
continued to rise after substorm onset, which might account for the
prolonged negative bay (Pytte et al., 1978).

Results

We briefly present here a few highlights of’ our results,enphasizing some aspects that have been directly conpared with
observations.

We rrust enphasize that we are presenting a conparison of observed
data with results of our first tries at conputer sinulating an
observed magnetospheric event. Sane data were used as Input as
described in Section II, to help us determine the polar—cap boundary,the cross—polar-cap potential drop, the conductivity and the
magnetic—field model, but data were not used in any other significant
way. Given the available input data, there is still some flexibility
in the boundary conditions, and we could adjust the boundary
conditions in various respects to improve agreement with data, but we
have not done that yet. Presented below are our first tries at
computer sirrulat~r~g the event , with no effort at optimizing the fit.

We have actuaUy done four conputer runs, as indicated In Table 1.• Run #3 was done with a tIme-independent magnetic-field model, to
isolate the effects of the induction electric field on ring—current
injection. The runs also involved two different degrees of
latitudinal smoothing of’ conductivities. (The reason for smoothing of’
the conductivities is that the difference equation that we use to
conserve current in the ionosphere becomes an Inaccurate

~~~j l~ 
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~proximation to the differential equation when there are sharp ju mps
in conductivity. Run #1 involved about as sharp a conductivity
gradient as we can handle accurately with the present 21 x 28 grid and
present numerical method.) Except for the dotted and dashed curves
in Figure 6, all results presented here are for Run #4.

Figures 3—5 show observations vs. theory for the three passes of’
53-2 that occurred during the event , before 1300 UT , when the •
s Ijr~ulation ended. The top two panels of each figure show observed and
predicted electric fields. The lower panel shows predicted Birkeland
currents. (S3-2 magnetometer data for this date are not reduced
yet.) The dotted portion of’ the top panel represents the
polar-cap-and—boundary-layer electric field , which we do not model.
However, the input polar-cap potential drop is computed essentially
from the area under the dotted curve . The boundary of our calculation ‘

I

(the poleward edge of’ the computed electric fields), is adjusted in
Figures 3-6 (but not Figure 7) to correspond to the observed boundary
of’ the polar-cap—and-boundary-layer region (boundary between dotted
and solid observation curves).

We would like to make three general coments concerning the
comparison between observed and predicted electric fields In Figures
3—5.
(1) There is little agreement between data and theory with regard to
small details, perhaps due to the fact that the model conductivity
distribution is smooth and undetaileci.
(2) Both data and theory agree that the region below about 60 degrees
invariant latitude is rather well shielded from the high-latitude
convection field, even in this time-dependent situation. The greatest
leakage through the shielding occurred, both in the data and the
theory , on the outbound part of pass 4O7~A South, just after substorm
onset . In the model, auroral conductivities were Increased suddenly
at onset, and the ring current had not had time to rearrange itself’
completely to restore strong shielding.
(3) Electric fields on the dawn side generally tend to decline
smoothly with decreasing latitude , both in the theory and the data,
but the same is not true on the dusk side, where , particularly past
1800 local tine, the strongest poleward electric field generally tends
to occur well equatorward of’ the polar—cap boundary. Furthermore, in
both the model and S3— 2 electric—field data , electric fields below the
polar—cap boundary tend to be larger on the dusk side than on the dawn
side, an effect previously noticed by Kelley (1976). Our models
essentially always show greater potential drops at dusk than at dawn
-- a result of’ Hall currents flowing antisunward across the
conductivity juips at dawn and dusk (Wolf ’, 1970) .

Rapid Subauroral Flow

The most striking feature of the data shown in Figures 3-5 is the
sharp electric-field peak observed well below the polar-cap boundary
in the last half’ of orbit 40798—South (Figure 5). We shall refer to
this feature as “rapid subauroral flow.” Data from the same

• auroral-zone pass is shown in more detail in Figure 6 (top panel).
Panels 2-4 display curves for runs 1 (dotted), 2 (dashed), and 4

(solid). Run 3 results are generally similar to run 2 and will not be
discussed here.
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The second panel of Figure 6 shows calculated electric fields, in a
form that displays all the fine structure available in the model.
(Our grid spacing is approxImately 1.6° in latitude. However, the
program employs a special back—correction scheme that allows it to
keep track of effects of’ Birkeland current on a rruch finer scale .
These fine—scale corrections are included in Figure 6, but not Figures
3—5 .)

The third panel of Figure 6 shows predicted Birkeland—current
strengths along that trajectory.

Panel 4 displays model values of’ height-integrated Pedersen
conductivities. The model global conductivity includes day—night
asyvn~et ry, solar-zenith—angle dependence and elect ron—precipitation
effects. The auroral conductivity enhancement is estimated crudely
from observed electron fluxes . For a more detailed discussion, see
Harel et al. (1977) . Our ccxrputer model cannot tolerate very large
conductivity gradients, so we had to s~iooth the conductivity profile
to some extent (see panel 4 and also Tahie 1).

The bottom panel of’ Figure 6 shows height-integrated Pedersen . -

conductivity, estijnated directly from measured electron fluxes using
the fornula

~ 
(rvt~o) = 0.5 + 5.2 x (Electron energy flux)112 (1)

where the energy flux is in erg cnr2 sec ’ (Harel et al., 1977).
Unfortunately ,the geometric factor of’ the electron detector on S3—2
was too small to allow reliable estimation of the low—latitude edge of
the diffuse aurora.

The exciting feature of Figure 6 is, of course, that the computer
runs all predicted the observed rapid subauroral flow and at
approximately the right location. Similar rapid flows have been
observed many times before, often associated with the trough (Heelis
et al., 1976; Smiddy et al., 1977; Maynard, 1978; Spiro et al., 1978).

Note that the location of’ the peak of the rapid subauroral flow
computed in run 4 agrees very well with observations, while the other
two runs show peaks that lie approximately a degree poleward of the
observed one. This difference in model results is easy to understand
physically: for runs 1 and 2 we underestimated the polar—cap
potential drop; consequently the plasma—sheet ions were not injected
as deep into the magnetosphere as was the case for run 4, and the
rapid subauroral flow did not extend to as low latitude (Southwood and
Wolf , 1978) .

An Important feature of our predicted Birkeland currents for this
pass (panel 3) is that we get only downward currents. This Is
different from the observation of an upward current sheet at the
poleward edge of one rapid subauroral flow (Smiddy et al., 1977) . We
attribute this difference to the different local time C2100 MLT) of
this earlier measurement. Theoretically, only a single current sheet
Is needed to account for the peak electric field In the trough region,

• provided that the conductivity gradient there is large enough
(Southwood and Wol f , 1978). Approximately a factor—of—two increase In
Pedersen conductivity is needed between 610 and 620 to be consistent
with the sharp decline of the observed electric field in that region.

• The data are not inconsistent with such an Increase. Also , the
conductivity model with the sharpest gradient (dotted curve) gives
rise to the sharpest calculated electric—field peak , as expected.

—
~~

-
~~~- ~~
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Our computer model often shows rapid subauroral flows in the
dusk-to-midnight sector, though not ~‘lsewhere , which is consistentwith the previo’~.ly mentioned observ~t1ons . We should mention that noother ‘lear rapid subauroral flows were observed during this simulated
event , and none are predicted by the model for tne 53-2 satellite
paths, with the following partial exception: one of’ the ccirputer runs
Indicated an electric field on pass 4079A South that peaked at about
42 mV/rn and had a shape that would classify it as a marginal case of
rapid subauroral flow. The observations indicate , for that case, a
c~~~licated structure rather than a clear rapid-subauroral-flowsignature.

We should also acknowledge a different and conflicting
interpretation of rapid subaurora]. flows (Mozer , 1978), an
Interpretation in terms of’ field-aligned potential drops between
relevant satellite atltitudes (250-1500 km) and the lower ionosphere.

Birkeland—current Patterns

Figure 7 cm~ ares our computed distribution of Birkeland currents
wit h a su~macy of active-period observations by lijima and Potemra
(1978). The general pattern of’ computed currents did not var y much
with time through the substoim, although, of’ course , the low-latitude
boundary of the currents moved equatorward during the event , and the
current strengths Increased. The poleward set of Birkeland currents
(region 1 currents in the nomenclature of’ lijima and Potemra) are ‘1- 

- poleward of our modeled region. We t~stiniate their distribution veryroughly by calculating the currents into our poleward boundary and
assuning that those currents flow directly out along field lines from
there. The thickness shown for the computed region 1 currents in
Figure 7 is arbitrary .

The observed and predicted patterns agree in their general sense,
which is not surprising , since convection theories (Schield et al.,
1969; Wolf, 1974) predicted the basic’ pattern before it was observed ,
and it has been a consistent feature of our computer models. An
encouraging feature of the comparison In Figure 7 is the• triple-current-sheet region that exists near midnight In both the
Triad observations and the theory . (Starting from the pol~ward
boundary and moving toward the equator , we have downwar d , upward , and
then downward currents). The nodel current structure appears to be
rotated about two hours later In local time, as cc~rpared to the

• observations. We suspect that this feature of the model could be
brought into agreement with observations by a minor adjustment of the
boundary potential at the polar cap.

In the models, we do see multiple reversals of Birkeland currents
around local midnight , but we do not see them near dusk. Thus the
models ilways indicate a predominantly downward current in the region
of rapid subauroral flow at dusk. On the other hand, Figure
predicts Birkeland—current reversals at low latitude near midnight ,
which may correspond to the effect observed by Smiddy et al. (1977).

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ •—., •.-, ._-—• ———-—
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Ring-Current Injection

For this simulation , the Initial distribution of plasma—sheet
particles (“initial” meaning O900UT on 19 Septenter 1976) was taken to
be a configuration corresponding to n~’ r~equilibrIun for a 20 kVpotential drop. The initial plasma sheet was taken to have Maxwellian
velocity distributions and uniform flux—tube content antiearthward of
the .imer-edge region. At L 10, the density and temperature

* par~ eters correspond to ni~ne 1.5 cnr3, T~.=l.5 keV,T 1 z4 .5 key. There was assumed to be no quiet-time ring current of
particles circling the earth on closed orbits. (For more details on
the initial condition , and tectr~ical details of’ the approach, seeHarel et al., 1977). cSta~ting from this initial condition , and assuming constanttotal-flux-tube content for flux tubes convecting earthward from the
outer boundary of the calculation , we let the particle distribution
evolve in the self-consistently cc~puted electric field.Figure 8 gives ones view of the time-evolution of the ring
current . Namely, it shows what plasma—sheet ions a satellite at
L=6.6, at dusk, would have seen, according to our simulation. Note
that the higr~er energies arrived first , followed by the lowerenergies. Eventually essentially the entire plasma—sheet ion
population would engulf’ a spacecraft at synchronous orbit at dusk.
Unfortunately, there was no satellite at geosynchronous orbit near
local dusk in the case of the simulated event , but we are encouraged
by the fact that the predicted ion dispersion curve resecrtles a type
of pattern often observed by Mcllwain and collaborators.

The left diagram in Figure 9 shows the inner edge of the plasma
sheet at the end of our simulation run, three hours after substorm
onset. The injected ring current has almost reached local noon. A
numerical problem with the present version of the simulation program• has prevented us from following the Injection past local noon, but the
ccxiputed velocities make it clear that ring formation will continue
approximately as shown in the right half’ of Fig. 9.

Various other modeling efforts (e.g., Mcllwain, 1974; Roederer and
Hones, 1974; Smith et al, 1979) have produced realistic-looking
dispersion curves andlbr ring formations. These efforts are, however,
all open to the objection that the electric fields and ring current

• are not caiputed self—consistently, considering the fact that the
structure of’ the ring current strongly affects the electric—field

• distribution. We do the calculation self-consistently, and we Indeed
find that the ring current does strongly affect the electric—field
pattern near Its own inner edge, as shown in Figure 10; these
gradients change substantially as the ring current evolves.)
Nevertheless, even with this major ccaiplication included, the enhanced
convection elecLi’ field has automatically injected a realistic ring
current in our simulated event.

-~~ —‘-
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Tne positive results o~ these increasingly sophisticated modelingefforts constitute a verification of’ the idea that the ring current is
Injected Into the inner magnetosphere i~1n1y by time-dependentenhancement of the convection electric field and consequent adiabatic
particle acceleration, rather than by nonaulabatic acceleration of
cold particles to kilovol t energies at the inner edge of the ring
current. Of’ course, a far more definitive test will occur when we
model a magnetic storm, for which particle data are available fromboth the tail plasma sheet and the ring current, and when we include
an initial quiet-time ring current self—consistently in the model.

Surmary

We have displayed some highlights of results of our first attemptat simulating an observed magnetospher~ event. Comparison with
observations has c~i~ out remarkably well, particularly consideringthat , in these first tries, we have not adjusted any boundary
conditions or assurptlons to inprove agreement with the data. Of
course , much work remains to be done to include more physics in themodels and to model more and different events.

Acknowledgiients. We are grateful to Ameen At-r~ad, H. Kent Hills,• Janice Karty, and Robert Spiro for their work in displaying model
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Table 1. Computer-Simulati on Runs

Peak Polar-Cap Conductivity Induction
omputer Run Potential Drop Model Electron Field

1 80 kV Mini mum smoothing Yes

2 80 kV Greater smoothing Yes

3 80 kV Greater smoothing No

4 140 kV Greater smoothing Yes

LI 
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Overall logic diagram for our program. The central pentagon
represents the main computational loop, executed every time step. The
rectangles that appear at the corners of’ the pentagon represent basic
parameters computed . Input data are indicated by curly brackets.
Subsidiary models, used as input to the main program, are indicated by
rectangles with rounded corners. Dashed lines indicate features that
we plan to include in the program but have not included yet

Fig. 2. Fort Churchill H-rragnetogram and polar-cap potential drop
for 19 Septenter 1976. The lower panel shows polar—cap potential
drops estimated from S3—2 electric—field data. Sizes of boxes are
indicative of estimated errors. The solid curve shows the potential
drop assiined in the simulation. Electric—field data from the 1140 UT
pass arrived later than those from the other passes, and as a result
some simulation runs followed the dashed line from 1040 to 1300 UT.

Fig. 3. Data and theory for the 1000 (iT pass of satellite 53—2. The
top panel shows data from the AFQ.. electric field instrument. We have
plotted the forward component of E, I.e., the component in the
direction of satellite motion. The dotted section of the curve is the
polar-cap-and—boundary—layer region, which we do not model. The
second panel shows the corresponding component of the theoretically
predicted electri c field at the satellite ’ s location (latitude ,
longitude and altitude) for the universal times in question. The
bottom panel shows predicted Birkeland—current strength (positive
values mean upward current ). The legend give s Greenwich Mean Time ,
magnetic local time and Invariant latitude. Satellite altitude ranges
from 1025 km to 1375 km.

Fig. 4. Data and theory for the 1050 UT pass of S3-2. The format Is
the sane as Figure 3. Satellite altitude ranges from 800 km to 260 km.

Fig. 5. Data and theory for 1150 UT pass of S3—2. The format is the
sane as Figure 3. Satellite altitude ranges from 1000 km to 1360 km.

Fig. 6. Detailed view of the dusk-auroral—zone pass for the southern
part of orbit 4079B of satellite S3—2. The top panel shows the
observed electric—field component opposite to satellite motion
(approximately the poleward component). The second panel gives
essentially the same component of the theoret ical-nodel electric
field. The third panel gives predicted Birkeland currents, and the
fourth panel shows the model height-integrated Pedersen
conductivities. Solid curves in panels 2—4 perta In to run #4; the
dotted and dashed curves correspond to runs 1 and 2. The bottom panel

• shows conductivities estimated directly from the data using equation
(1).
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Fig. 7. ComparIson of a typical computed 81 rkeland current pa ttern(for 1150 UT on 19 S ptes~*r 1976) and an average observed patternfor acti ve times (lijima and Potamra , 1978).

Fig. 8. Ion arrival times at r — 6.6 RE, MLT • 1820. Substorm onsetwas approxImately 1000 UT. The solid curve shows the arrival time forIons of various energies at 6.6Rg,, MLT • 1820. The dotted line showswhat the arrival times would be Vor ions of vari ous energies thatgradient drift in the equatorial plane of a dipole magnetic field , wi thno electric field. The X’s represent energies of the ions that wefollow in detail. Specifically, an H~~ I$ means that the inner edge forthat energy Is earthward of 6.6 RE.
Fig. 9. D1agr~n a shows the inner edge of the mode l plasma sheet,for three types of plasma-sheet particles , three hours after onset.The three parti cle types are .2 keV electrons , zero thermal-energyparti cles , and -50 keY ions. Diagram b shows the way in which thering current should be expected to continu e to wrap up.
Fig. 10. g 

? drift velocities In the magnetospheri c equatorial plane ,at 1300 UT, 3 hours after onset. Note the large gradients in E x Bdrift near the inner edge.
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